Volvo xc70 fuel filter replacement

OK, I think this is my first post, bear with me. So here is a shot at a step by step replacement of
the fuel pump on my relatively new-to-me XC Symptoms were a strong fuel smell on the exterior
of the car, more prevalent on the passenger side. Did the research, read about the recall, called
Volvo, the extended warranty on my car expired in June, so I missed it. Had a buddy who did the
job on his XC90, his skills are roughly equivalent, so I decided to go for it. Good for me he had
bought the special tool. So here goes. Special tools needed: pump retaining ring tool. Ebay is a
good source. Disconnect the battery. Raise the rear seat bottoms. Pull the bolsters on each
side. Pull the top towards the front of the car to free it, then pull the whole thing up. Now we can
start to remove the seat. We only need to take out the passenger wide side of the rear seat.
Disconnect the seat wiring on each side of the car. Note the bolt head near that plug, you will
need to take that out also. Now we are going to take out two more large bolts for the seat
removal. Note all these bolts have paint marks from inspections in the factory. The second
photo shows a bolt which is actually mounted horizontally into the side structure of the car.
These bolts hold seatbelts which have to come out with the seat. Now undo the tiny bungees
under the seat. At this point you can remove the seat. You just lift up the seat, and move the
outer side a bit forward so you can pull it towards the outside of the car through the door. Use a
plastic trim tool or carefully use a screwdriver or putty knife or something. Just one pin and one
male part of the trim. Now we remove the black steel bar which I think is used as the base for
the rear seat bottom to rest on. Two bolts â€” we only need to remove this to raise the padding
and expose the pump cover. OK, finally, we can fold up the carpet and padding, and expose the
pump cover. Here is what it looks like when you fold back the padding. I used some plastic
clamps to keep it out of the way. Fold it back as much as possible to give you room to work
when pulling the pump. Here is what my pump looked like. It was all wet with fuel, and lots of
wet dirt and grit. No wonder the car stankâ€¦ Note the retaining ring, two fuel lines, and
electrical plug. Now you can do the best you can cleaning up the crud, and disconnect the fuel
lines by pushing in the white plastic square button on the end fitting â€” they slid off easily for
me. Clean some more after you remove those connections. And blast out the ends of the fuel
lines with WD40 or something to clean any crud out of them. Now you can use the special tool
and loosen the retaining ring. Here is what it looks like without the ring. Clean it up some more.
The tricky part to this whole job is the fact that there are two suctions on the fuel pump. You
take this retaining ring off the same way but there are no connections. Hard to describe, but you
will see it when you pull the cover up on that side. Here is what you are pulling up sitting upside
down in the photo. At the end of the suction line is a plastic piece which fixes on the bottom of
that piece. Obvious when you see it, but hard to describe. Soâ€¦ finally, you are ready to put in
the new pump. Installation is the reverse of removal, as they say. Careful of the level sensor on
the pump. Here is a photo of the new pump in place with the fuel lines connected but not the
electrical. Do not forget to connect the very small electrical connection on the end of the
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synthetic-based filter media that traps extremely tiny contaminants, such as rust particles and
dirt, present in the fuel as it flows from the fuel tank to the fuel injectors. The filter media is
sealed within a cylindrical shaped housing that looks like a tiny soda can. You will most often
find the fuel filter plumbed into the high-pressure fuel supply line beneath the car, right next to a
sturdy frame rail. Some fuel filters, particularly on diesel-powered vehicles, have water traps as
well. Some newer cars do not have serviceable fuel filters as the filter is built into the fuel pump
located in the fuel tank. Yes, so long as the fuel filter is not leaking. If there is a leak, have it
repaired before driving the car. If clogging is suspected and potentially causing engine
operating problems, have the cause investigated and resolved at your earliest convenience. In
extreme cases, a very old filter that may be plugged could disintegrate, allowing what were
trapped contaminants to reach the fuel injectors and causing additional problems. Estimate
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you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See availability. Fuel Filter Replacement Service What is
the fuel filter and how does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel filter: Scheduled
maintenance. Fuel contamination. If any foreign fluids, bad fuel, or water enters into the fuel
system mistakenly, the fuel filter should be replaced. Fuel system repairs. If the fuel pump has
been replaced, work has been performed on or in the gas tank, or the fuel injectors have been
cleaned or replaced, always install a new fuel filter. Major engine repairs, or engine replacement,
also require a new filter. There should be zero leakage of fuel, whether liquid or vapor, in the
fuel system. Leaks at the fuel filter connections might necessitate not only a new fuel filter but
also new O-rings in the push-on connections to the fuel filter. Warning light indication. Diesel
powered vehicles may be equipped with a water-sensor warning light circuit to signal the driver
if excessive water has accumulated in the fuel filter. The water will have to be drained and the
filter possibly serviced or replaced. How do mechanics replace the fuel filter? A clogged fuel
filter that is integral to the fuel pump must be removed with the fuel pump from the fuel tank to
perform service. For all other vehicles, the procedure begins with raising the vehicle and
supporting it with steel jack stands. The fuel system is depressurized so the filter can be
removed from the high-pressure fuel line without gas spraying out. The in-and-out connectors
to the filter are removed and the filter is removed from the fuel line. The new filter is installed
using a small amount of oil on the O-rings to ease re-installation of the quick connect fittings.
The fuel system is then checked for leaks while the engine is running. Is it safe to drive with a
fuel filter problem? When replacing the fuel filter keep in mind: A plugged fuel filter can be ruled
out using pressure and volume tests on the fuel system. Given enough elapsed mileage though,
all fuel filter replacements should be done as basic maintenance, and so complicated tests are
not necessary if the filter is already known to be old. Consult the vehicle maintenance schedule
to determine when to replace the fuel filter. If you have bought contaminated gas, once all fuel
system repairs are made, always install a new filter. Gasoline is perishable and will eventually
degrade into compounds that will damage the fuel system. Generally, if a car h
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as sat unused with gas in the tank for more than 3 to 6 months, the gas should be drained and
the fuel filter replaced. Number of Volvo XC70 services completed. Yourmechanic was featured
in. Popular Volvo Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Volvo mechanics
Real customer reviews from Volvo owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Eddie 40
years of experience. Request Eddie. Eddie was very professional and was quick in getting the
problems we were having diagnosed and repaired. I highly recommend his service. Anderson 27
years of experience. Request Anderson. Very good guy. He arrived early and did a awesome job
of inspecting the car. Very knowledgable on the make of the car I was buying. Tom 42 years of
experience. Request Tom. Tom is very good. He explained everything and helped determine
what work was necessary for the repair. Rigoberto 11 years of experience. Request Rigoberto.
Great work. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Filter Replacement.

